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Abstract—Application is specialized software used in every industry for creating sales quotes and proposals. Distributors, sales representatives, and even customers can submit orders online that flow automatically into your ERP or order management system. If order review or approval steps are required, they can be managed via electronic workflow. Application software ensures consistent application of your pricing and discounting of the rules, and you can analyze that and then change the pricing in the real-time. and in the addition where you can automatically generate the rich, customers where friendly sales the quotes in multiple formats. Application is a powerful integrated sales platform that creates quotes and proposals are anywhere at any time. With a quote and the proposal automation solutions, which you can manage the sales for growth. To Create the professional quotes and the proposals in minutes and automatically update your sales pipeline accordingly. Proposal Generator Software allows users to customize and brand proposals for specific products, channel partners or sales channels, and customers. Application makes your quoting and selling the process will be simpler also faster and cheaper. Which can be use in any browser.

- Create More Quotes
- Generate Better Quotes and Proposals
- Track Open Quotes
- Increase Your Winning Percentage
- Increase Average Quote and Order Size
- We have to know when quotes are Viewed and Accepted
- Payments
- Cart
- Tax rates
- Procurement Tracking
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I. INTRODUCTION
You want to make it easy for your channel partners, distributors to do business with you. With the Application Channel Sales Engine, you can offer your partners an easier, more consistent way to sell your products and services. Grow your partner sales with online product catalogs, guided selling, product configuration, pricing and quoting, proposal generation, quote management, contract generation, order management and reporting.

Application Sales Engine, Channel Sales Engine and ecommerce Engine include Workflow Approval to ensure 100% accurate quotes and orders and eliminate approval bottlenecks. Route orders for review & approval with automated workflow:

- Set up pricing and discounting rules based on multiple parameters
- Define unique pricing and restrict access for individual users

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Pipeline management is part of the wide world of Customer Relations Management (CRM) software. Pipeline management helps you with multiple projects to help you run your business.

The world of business and computers love to use spiffy jargon, so you may already be familiar with pipeline management but call it by something else. Some other terms are "sales funnel", "revenue teasers" or even the ever-popular and flexible "sales planning."

People in sales, business and computers like to name their gizmos after other things people might be more familiar with. Hopefully, you'll be better able to remember what it does when it's given such a name.

In the case of pipeline management, the "pipeline" is the flow of income pouring into your hot little hands by means of getting new clients and projects in place working for established clients. Pipeline management is another term for "money that's on the way". (As in, "What's in the pipeline?")

Pipeline management is used especially in the sales divisions of businesses, although you can theoretically modify it to suit your unique business needs. For example, if you are a freelance writer, then you would need to keep track of all of the publications you sent a prospective article query to. You could keep track of this with pipeline management plug-ins for your CRM application program.

III. BACKGROUND METHODOLOGIES
A. Configuration
Application sales configurator functionality can help shrink the inquiry-to-order process by weeks and increase quote accuracy by up to 70%.

This is Highly configurable or the customizable products and also services.

In addition to preventing incompatible configurations, Application can also default all the type of your options, that allowing to the most complicated products that to be quoted or purchased with minimum clicks

1) Services with Varying Labor Rates
Users can be input the required hours for each services or the rule engine can automatically determine needed hours and compute prices from your rate tables.

Related equipment, software and services

Application can automatically ensure inclusion of all necessary items that are required or recommended to make a complete offering.

It will be finding or configuring all the right products
Users can search based on their needs how they want such as size and power rating, also voltage, and their platforms. Application will find all the matching products and default their attributes to those specified needs

B. Quotes & Proposals:
Application is used to accurately and efficiently generate quotes and proposals

Application is used to accurately and efficiently generate quotes and proposals, from simple budgetary rough drafts to submittals, contracts, and license or subscription agreements.

1) Consistent Content, Formatting and Branding
Document generation is automated based on your quote and templates which content all the files and pricing rules. The Customer and product to be other data will be an automatically merged into a consistent professional looking document.

2) Controlling Gross Margin
Maximize your margins while minimizing time delays associated with negotiations. Application quoting engine can show exact gross margin or margin health indicators at the time of your quote creation. which is all the User can be allowed to be change or can specify desired margin, or which can an adjust in any margin sliders which is automatically compute the desired prices. Of all Our quote worksheet will be provides the industry’s of work which is most flexible discounting functionality by allowing you to change:

- Discount percentage
- Discount amount
- Multiplier
- Unit price
- Extended price

C. Forecasting and Pipeline Management
In addition to internal reporting on everything that has been quoted, Application can run within your CRM for your all sales team which inside your partner portal and for your partners also, and on your website which is all your customers can have all the informations is an automatically updated in the CRM, which is giving you an can accurate and demand the driven forecast across all your of channels, So there is no need for further to sales people or partners to generate quotes and then to manually report that in the CRM, since Application does it automatically.

1) Quoting Process:
While the product catalog and configuration ensure speedy selection of the most appropriate products, the Application quote generation engine ensures that a customer facing document is created literally in seconds

IV. MANAGEMENT
Application Order Management capabilities streamline the entire quote to order process.

Application streamlines the entire order management process, allowing your sales people, channel partners, and customers to select the right products based on customer needs and seamlessly convert those products to orders with a click of a button.

A. Incomplete or Incorrect Orders
Emailed or faxed orders often have mistaken. Re-keying them into your system manually can introduce the additional mistakes of Our web based rules and also engine of all your users to place them into an error free orders at anytime from anywhere.

B. Multiple Currencies, Markets and Languages
Application Order Management setup allows you to define unlimited currencies, price lists, markets, and permissions controlling their applicability.

C. This Is Highly Customizable or the Configurable Products and Services
Application product configuration allows you to handle most complex products. For details see product configuration capabilities racking with the partial orders vs. the quoted quantities

- You can create the master quotes which is based on assumed the consumptions which is Place and track all the partial orders of against those quotes ensuring customers fulfill their volume obligations.

D. Pricing Contracts:
Every customer or a specific subsidiary can have their own their contracted prices. And also more than one contract which can be applicable at the same part number.

V. RESULT
Using this application we can develop our business, in this application we can mention that what and all the products which we are going to launch and that MRP also so everyone can be order through online and if we need to promote our business we can go through news channels, so we can improve our business.

VI. CONCLUSION
This application can be used with different domain companies. This software helps Improve customer service perception and satisfaction, Increase accessibility through a single point of contact, communication, and information, Increase productivity of staff by automating processes, policies, and tasks, Reduce IT support costs. The different modules of the project are complete enough to manage and handle the overall process of managing and Generating Better Quotes and Proposals with the most sophisticated tool anywhere. Application is beneficial as-

- Efficient search and great usability of catalogue.
- Users can search by best match, lowest price, and highest price.
- Cutting of marketing costs and printed catalogue expenses
- Worldwide easy distribution and availability
- Real-time update and accuracy of products presented on the catalogue
- Improves customer service level with instant catalogue availability and updated info
- Enhanced web experience
- Easy way to archive old product information’s
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